
EVENTS A 0 TRE OS 1970-6 EPAL HIMALAYA

you had your Embassy behind you to pu h your application.
nder the Ministry of Tourism it should be ea ier and quicker for mountaineers to obtain

permission to climb. In a recent interview the Mini ter, Or Harkabahadur Gurung, said that
the grallling of permi sion would in future be a Department deci ion. Permi sions would be
granted on a 'first come, first erved' ba is for the pennined peaks, provided the application
were complete and correct. The Minister al 0 said that it would be his policy to clo e the gap
between trekking and expedition climbing by the publication of a list of peak between 20,000
and 22,OOOft that may be climbed by touristtrekkers.

No major changes in the mountaineering rule need be expected in the near future, never
theless the transfer of mountaineering to the Minisll)' of Tourism is a very real watershed in

epal Himalaya mountaineering. In about a year's time climbers should be benefilting from
the changeover.

Who knows? In a year or two we may see that vision of 0 many mountaineers at last
become a reality-acces to all the epal Himalaya, with only a few re trined peaks taking the
place ofonly a few permined peak.

Events and trends 1974- 7 British Isles
GeoffBirtles

We British have the unfailing belief that we always win the last battle, and ofcourse
we usually have done. We have a marvellous track record in the history of world
mountaineering and disregarding things like Annapurna and Everest our great
claim to fame in recent years is with rock-climbing. I justify these brash words with
the well worn names of Brown and Whillans who et standards in the early 50s that
spread throughout the world and have held good ever since: that is until quite
recently. It has been whispered for years that the day would come when young men
would climb wonderful things of a difficulty unimaginable. What must be most
significant about the last 4 years is that the day ha arrived.

The records will show that Pete Livesey spearheaded the modern wave of super
climbing. In some respects this is true. Livesey came good quite late, when he wa
about 30. He had been climbing for some year and had done well as a track
athlete, a world where competition and training are on a level second to none.
Live ey must have found the casual approach to climbing a fruit ripe for the
picking, for it is no eeret that he trained hard on indoor climbing walls and then
applied the techniques gained there to the crags. The results speak for them elve .
Of the hard st route in Britain, Livesey ha the bigge t hare to his credit. He i not
the mo t natural mover on rock but he has a tremendous calm and application; in
a peculiar way omething close to dedication.

Of course Live ey is not the only climber of what are loosely described these
days as 'Hard Extremes'. His ometime apprentice, Ron Fawcelt, is the mo t
impressive climber I have seen sin e I had the plea ure to climb with Joe Brown.
(For the romantics-if Brown was a young man today he would surely be just as
magic.)

Fawcett has all the qualities of a uperb athlete. He is tall, lithe, supple, trong
and very fit. He howed exceptional ability as a 15-year-old and now at 22 has
c1iltlbed most of the harde t routes in Britain making second a cents of Livesey'
top route, Footless Crow, Right Wall, and Bastille. He ha been accu ed oflacking
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direction but this last year has seen him produce his own first ascents of a difficulty
possibly not seen before: routes that demand stamina and the ability to climb when
necessary without protection.

Tom Proctor is still at the front showing his now famous strength on the steep
outcrops of the Peak District. Proctor showed the way that future routes would be
climbed when he attacked limestone in the late 60s. The modern hard routes are
now being climbed in the style that he displayed then except that most other
climbers are having to work hard to gain the kind of strength that he has naturally.

At opposite ends of England and of differing styles, Pat Littlejohn and John
Allen have left a great impression on the crags. Littlejohn, who may not have the
gymnastic abilities of many leading climbers, has however explored widely in the
South-West and discovered not only fine new routes but opened-up whole new
crags. John Allen on the other hand made the grade at the age of 14 and has
developed into what many regard as the finest technical climber ever. His routes on
Froggatt and Curbar in the Peak still rebuff repeat attempts from the other leading
climbers. Now, at 18 years old, he has emigrated to New Zealand.

Normally, these reports in the AJ deal with hard facts and avoid people with a
noticeably absent vigour. But the development of recent years is very much to do
with people and little at all to do with a discovery of a major cliff like Gogarth. The
trend has been towards difficulty for its own sake and, as in the early 50s, the
impetus has come from thejust-high-enough-to-die-on outcrops of Yorkshire and
Derbyshire. The early 70s saw the decline of exploration in Wales and for a time
there was a lull in activity on most British crags.

With Gogarth well trodden,Joe Brown and Pete Crew handing up their leading
lights, the action lay very still. But germinating from Yorkshire was a whole new
approach to climbing. Indoor climbing walls were being frequented by more and
more people and producing their own legendary figures like Al Manson and John
Syrett. The now famous 'Leeds Wall' is to most folk's surprise a mere corridor with
development so intensified that a new move is a major event. It was all the embryo
of a new style that was to spread throughout the land as local education authorities
more and more put holes and lumps on their new gymnasium walls. With it came a
winter arena for training and a whole generation of super fit climbers. And as the
best climbers got better, so did the rest, so that VS is now regarded as middle grade
and ideas beyond the XS grade are being bandied about to cater for the
development at the top.

Picking out the finest climbs of the last 4 years is bound to be a matter for
contention and this being the AJ, one wonders how climbers in 100 years time will
value one's choice.

In Wales the pride of all, Clogwyn du'r Arddu, has seen much activity mainly
centred around aid elimination. But for a combination of good lil}es and good
climbing, Jelly Roll and Curving Arete look well worth the effort. On Gogarth,
Littlejohn snatched the 2 good climbs that impress me with Pagan on Left Hand
Red Wall and Red Shift on Red Wall itself. Apart from these, Al Rouse's Positron
back in 1971 was the previous great climb here for me.

The Lake District has a whole new team operating there now, quite independent
of the Fell and Rock Climbing Club who dominated development for so long. If I
had to take one Lake District climb to a Desert Island, it would have to be
Cumbrian on Esk, now climbed completely free. Of course, Footless Crow on Goat
Crag is still enjoying the reputation of being the hardest climb in the area as well as
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being among the hardest in the country.
Yorkshire and Derbyshire have both been crammed with development. Fawcett

and Livesey climbed Cave Route almost free-an impressive achievement. This
snippet of news reached me while I was seconding Proctor on the first free ascent of
Twikker at Millstone from a passing climber who grinned as he spoke and
obviously felt the growing intensity of competition. Livesey also added Claws on

Kilnsey as Britain's first claimed 6B. Millstone developed within a year from a
pegger's mecca into one of the finest grit crags for free climbers, and Great Arete
and London Wall must always remain fine climbs.

On limestone the competition grew fierce but friendly with Proctor snatching
Behemoth and the fine Mortlock's Arete, on both occasions on the same day as the
Yorkshire teams arrived for the same objectives. Livesey replied with Bastille on
High Tor, a crag which has now been cleaned and developed into a showpiece.
Castellan, the old A3, was climbed free by Bancroft and Allen and this for me is the
best of the hard new routes in Derbyshire. Fawcett's routes, Supersonic and Cream
Team Special are a test for stamina-very symbolic of today's requirements.

On grit, John Allen climbed Hairless Heart on Froggatt and Profit of Doom on
Curbar-both technical achievements, Hairless involving a daring unprotected
lead.

The South-West has seen Cheddar starting to show its real potential as a free
climbing ground with Littlejohn's free ascent of Crow and Livesey's free ascent of
Paradise Lost-both former aid climbs.

The beauty of Cornwall is Eroica on Pentire Head and its neighbouring route
Darkinbad-the-Brightdayler, again both Littlejohn routes, although in the case of
Darkinbad, Fawcett reduced much aid to make a completely free ascent. Else
where, America on Cam Gowla still remains a mysterious giant of a route and at
Bosigran, the Great Zawn has seen free ascents of Dream and Liberator which have
all the makings of great climbs.

The routes 1 have mentioned are but a fraction of the massive development that
the last 4 years have seen but these are the lines that impressed me with a desire to
go and try them.

Coincidental to the surge forward in climbing standards has been the develop
ment of very small wedge-shaped nuts on wire loops. These are not that new, but
their use has become widespread and since they are not cumbersome, a wide range
can be carried in comfort. Also hexcentric nuts are camming their way into
everyone's hearts, and provide an answer to parallel and horizontal cracks. Apart
from protection, there has been a trend to wearing sit harnesses, not wearing
helmets and against the traditions of looking shabby; the British climber is now
wearing slick fibre-pile clothing that stays warm and allows maximum flexibility.
On the ice-scene, drop-head hammers have pushed everybody's standards forward
and enabled ascents of great climbs like Point Five and Zero Gully to be done in
fine style. Indeed, lan Nicholson soloed both routes in one morning-a far cry
from the original multi-day ascent of Zero.

Climbers seem to have an insatiable appetite for written matter and magazines
and books continue to prosper. Mountain continues to chronicle world moun
taineering and remains the leading publication of its type. Rocksport merged with
Mountain Life, shortly after which Climber and Rambler bought out Mountain Life.
Roclisport is still a free tide but has not risen to its fourth rebirth. Crags magazine
filled the vacuum for the domestic market dealing solely with rock-climbing, while
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Climber and Rambler continues to cater for the general hill-users' market and
business-wise has grown from sIrength to strength.

The saddest thing to happen recently is the mammoth growth of bureaucracy in
the climbing world in line with the same trend in other walks of life. The BMC has
grown alarmingly and is dependent on the Sports Council, a Government body, for
much of its present income. The general mood among climbers is against
organization and the presence of such a strong national body holds frightening
prospeC[s if the power should shift into the 'do-gooders' hands.

The blame for Ihe BMC gaining strength must lie with the major clubs, the
Alpine Club, the Climbers' Club, the Fell and Rock Climbing Club and the Scottish
Mountaineering Club. Their complacency has allowed the bureaucrats to get a grip
on climbing. Although complacency by the clubs is exactly the way climbers like the
show to be run, maybe it is time for them to show their teeth.

The most painful development has been the continued growth of educationists
using our very limited resources for their own purposes with the support of the very
people who earn their living from outdoor pursuits. The hills cannot be enlarged
to cater for more people. Climbing and walking should not be encouraged in this
way; there are simply not the facilities. A large increase in numbers of climbers will
spoil the very beauty of the hills, will inevitably mean more accidents and result in
some bright Member of Parliament, who has no understanding of climbing,
introducing rules and regulations. The freedom of the hills is very definitely under
threat by the promotion of climbing in this way. Otherwise British climbing looks
very healthy.

Regional Notes
T. M. Connor

THE ALPS AND EUROPE

1977

As usual Mountain and other periodicals gave considerable detail on recent climbs in the Alps,
and we make here a fairly random selection of what seem to be some of the more outstanding
items. The scale of activity is of course enormous-in particular, winter ascents and solo
climbs are in vogue and new routes where they appear are usually on faces and ridges which
already boast a multitude of alternative lines. This is an inevitable consequence of the
popularity of the sport and the finite potential for new climbs which the Alps represent.

The N face of the Crandes Jorasses has been a typically popular hunting ground for new
routes. Pierre Beghin and Xavier Fargeas made the first winter ascent (second overall) of the
BonattilVaucher route on Pointe Croz in December 1976. Earlier in the year, other new lines
were established by British climbers. In July, Alex MacI nryre, Tim Rhodes and Willie Todd
climbed the face to the left of Ihe Shroud (600m, TO). Later on, MacIntyre and Nick Colton
climbed another new route between the Walker Spur and the Central Couloir ()200m, EO).
Terry King and Cordon Smith made a direct ascent of Ihe Croz Spur, avoiding the deviations
of the Peter /Maier route and believed it to be a new line--however, it later appeared that this
ascent had been made by Helmut Kiene in 1975 and not recorded. Alex MacIntyre has wrinen
a review article about climbs on this face ('Cold enough for comfort') in Mountain 53 Z1, to
which some additions are later provided by Lucien Devies (Mountain 57 15). The E face of the
CrandesJorasses received its first winter ascent in 4 days in March 1977 by Claude Marmier
and Christian Rudolf.
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